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Algeria
Goods
Removal Goods

Documents Required

Customs Prescriptions

Remarks

 Original change of residence certificate
 Inventory of furniture (translated into
French) giving value and signed by client.
 Work contract visaed by employer.

Duty free entry if shipper is the
owner of the furniture and has
used if for more than 6 months.

Documents must be visaed by Algerian
Consulate.

Foreigners have to deposit an
amount equal to the value of
their household goods.

 Franchising delivered by Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Algiers.
 Inventory of furniture.

Diplomats’
Removals
Wedding trousseaux
Inheritances
New furniture and
household goods
Electrical
Appliances

Precious Metals

 Notary act giving name of the deceased
and his family relationship with the heir.
 Inventory delivered by notary.
 Same as Removal goods.

Duty free entry.

Importation prohibited.
Duty free entry except for new
items.

Remarks:
1. Household has to be complete (at
least one bed and material needed to
prepare and serve meals).
2. Change of residence and removal has
to take place in the same period of time
(taking into account time needed to
organize removal).
3. Only 1 shipment allowed.
4. Household goods have to be used,
over 6 months old and belonging to
client.
5. Quantity and quality of furniture must
be in agreement with social status of
client.
Do not ship without release from your
origin agent.

Only for Algerian citizens.

Duty free entry.

Small quantities allowed in only diplomatic
shipments for personal use.

 Same as Removal goods.

Duty free entry.

Only one of each of the following items is
free: radio, TV set, record player, movie
projector, sewing machine, typewriter and
other electrical appliances.

 To be brought with the customer.
 To be declared when entering at Algiers
airport or port.

Duty free entry.

Contact agent for amended details.
When stamped by the specified Algerian
services.
If not stamped by the specified Algerian
services, only their office is able to
determinate whether or not stamp is
accepted.

Motor Vehicles,
Motorcycles, Boats,
Caravans
Hunting arms
Food Products
Plants
Books, records,
cassettes
Pornographic books
and magazines,
walkie –talkies
Drugs, Narcotics

 Import license for foreigners.

 Hunting permit.
 Firearms acquisition certificate.

Duty free entry when used.
Duty free entry.

 Detailed inventory.

Arms will be retained at customs as long
as the documents are not produced.
Reasonable quantity.

Prohibited entry.
Duty free entry.
Prohibited entry.

Prohibited entry.
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Customs regulations are subject to
change at any time. We are not
liable for any costs, damage,
delays, duties, taxes or other
detrimental events resulting from
errors or omissions.

